Havells India Ltd. is a billion-dollar-plus organization, and is one of the largest & India’s fastest growing electrical and power distribution equipment manufacturer with products ranging from Industrial & Domestic Circuit Protection Switchgear, Cables & Wires, Energy Meters, Motors, Fans, Power Capacitors, CFL Lamps, Luminaires for Domestic, Commercial & Industrial applications, Modular Switches, water heater covering the entire gamut of household, commercial and industrial electrical needs.

Havells owns some of the prestigious global brands like Crabtree, Sylvania, Concord, Luminance, Linolite, & SLI Lighting.

With 91 branches / representative offices and over 8000 professionals in over 50 countries across the globe, the group has achieved rapid success in the past few years. Its 12 state-of-the-art manufacturing plants in India located at Haridwar, Baddi, Samepur Badli, Noida, Sahibabad, Faridabad, Bhiwadi, Alwar, Neemrana, and 6 state-of-the-art manufacturing plants located across Europe, Latin America & Africa churn out globally acclaimed products. Havells India Ltd is a name synonymous with excellence and expertise in the electrical industry. Its 20000 strong global distribution network is prompt to service customers.

The company has acquired a number of International certifications, like CSA, KEMA, CB, CE, ASTA, CPA, SEMKO, SIRIUM (Malaysia), SPRING (Singapore), TSE (Turkey), SNI (Indonesia) and EDD (Bahrain) for various products. Today, Havells and its brands have emerged as the preferred choice of electrical products for discerning individuals and industrial consumers both in India and abroad.

In an attempt to transform itself from an industrial product company to a consumer products company, Havells launched the consumer electrical products such as CFLs, Fans, Modular Switches & Luminaires. The company has been consistent in its brand promotion with sponsorship of Cricket events like T20 World Cup, India-Australia Series and IPL. The company has also taken the initiative to reach directly to the consumers through “Havells Galaxy” – a one stop shop for all electrical and lighting needs.

The essence of Havells success lies in the expertise of its fine team of professionals, strong relationships with associates and the ability to adapt quickly and efficiently, with the vision to always think ahead.
Manufacturing Infrastructure
Manufacturing process:

- In house facility with centralized PLC controlled material feeding system & de-humidifier
- Latest machines from L& T Demag
- On-line data recording of process control parameters
- Automated machine maintenance monitoring system
- Future plan for robotic systems
Manufacturing process:

- Material Handling System

- Special Purpose Machines for 100 % online testing
- Chattering Test
- HV testing
- Contact Resistance Test
- Force to operate
- Load Test
Manufacturing process:

SPM Switch testing

- SPM Screw Tightening & Testing for Athena
- Continuity
- Screw Tightening at set torque
- Contact resistance
- Chattering (Zero Contact error)-Unique Feature
- High Voltage Current
- Force to operate Switch-Unique Feature
Manufacturing process:

- Charmilles Switzerland-Best name in the world
- Auto programming on Wire Cut
- 100% safety through fume extraction system
Manufacturing process:

CNC Machines

- Test Lab in Baddi is well equipped with all the latest equipments as per BIS requirement
- All Mechanical, Electrical & Visual parameters are being checked in Lab
- All type of Tests Like Routine, weekly, Quaterly & Yearly Tests are being performed as per STI (scheme of Testing & Inspection)
• **We Excel Through…**

• ISO 9001 certified Ultra Modern designs, manufacturing facilities and R&D laboratories.
• Vast Network of Dealers & Retailers
• Consistent QUALITY control during production cycles
• Constant innovations
• Elegant aesthetics to match your interiors
• Extensive promotions
Products
The Essence of the competence is unity in variety....

Our variety of offerings

Modular Plate Switches Range
• Athena
• Thames
• Verona

Under floor Box
• Casa

Crabtree i-sense
• Remote switching
…dust free switches present a fine blend of art and science – Athena
...we innovate so as to help you serve you customers better
Designs for classic look - Thames

Platinum

Emerald

Sapphire
...ideas for interior designers
...inspiration for architects
...a boon for home owners
...a new vision - For The Era
**Easy to Install**
All modules are designed in a way making the installation easy, reducing installation time and increasing efficiency of the installation by providing snap locking, captive screws etc.

**Front loading & Front Removal**
The modules can be loaded or removed from the front which means the front plate need not to be removed from the box for the maintenance etc.

**Captive Screws** : Captive screws to avoid them from falling down....

**Shrouded terminals** : Shrouded terminals for protection from .....electric shock

**Dual Shutter** : Dual shutter mechanism for better fitment of 2 pin plugs

[Cross Sectional View]

[Transparent view showing covered terminals]

[Actual View]
Features:

- Sleek & elegant design with Glossy Finish.
- White in color which gives
- Clean & Calm effect to the interior
- Dust proof smooth surface.
- Front loading and front removal of Switch & Socket.
- Shuttered socket for Child safety.
- Dual Shutter mechanism for the easy & better fitment of 2pin mobile charger
- Captive screws.
- Shrouded terminals.
- Electric Shock resistance FR Grade polycarbonate.
- Crossed rib construction for better strength
- Compact design.
- IP 20 Protection.
Features:

• In our endeavor to regularly provide you with innovative useful and unique product, we have added under floor box CASA
• It is used in hotels, office spaces, malls etc.
• Under Floor Boxes are made of very high quality materials to withstand heavy load and Corrosion
• The trap Frame and Trap are made of Flame Retardant ABS and Polyamide ratchet for strength and durability
• The Trap Frame is designed for quick installation and leveling for self adjusting to any floor finish thickness
Crabtree i-sense

Features:

- Remote controlled electromechanical device
- Over-voltage and under-voltage protection (330>73V)
- Power indication LED
- Wire termination on high current carrying terminal block
- Electromagnetic relay with Hum-free fan speed control
- Unit mounted within a Standard 6 module Wall Box.
- Dust-proof membrane with ON power up last scene recall
- Over-current PTC protection
- Restart facility against high electrostatic discharge (ESD) and electrical over-stress (EOS)

Typical applications of i-sense include:
Hotels and restaurants, Residential lighting, Boardrooms and conference halls, Bars, Pubs, Clubs, Retail outlets, Shopping malls and multiplexes, Museums and galleries, Educational institutions
Our Presence infuses TRUST and REVERENCE....
Hotels

Hyatt Regency-Kolkata
Hotel Intercontinental-Delhi
ITC Welcome Marriot-Delhi
Fortune Hotels-Hyderabad

Hospitals

Escorts Faridabad,
Apollo Hospitals-(Bilaspur & Ludhiana)
Batra Hospital-Delhi
AIIMS-Delhi
Call Centres

V-Customer
American Express
Agilent Technologies
EXL Technologies
HCL

Educational Institutions

IIT-Kanpur & Guwahati
AMITY-Noida
Lotus Valley School, Noida
Symbiosis-Pune
ISB-Hyderabad
IT & Software

Microsoft (Gurgaon)
Infosys Technologies Ltd.
Satyam Infoway Ltd.
Hughes Software, HCL Ltd.
Polaris Software
Adobe World

Telecom

Reliance India
BSNL
Tata Telecom Ltd.
AVAYA (Lucent)
Bharti Telesoft Ltd
Shyam Telecom Ltd.
Alcatel
Fibcom India Ltd.
Thank You.